mBIRN1/32Ch Head Coil

![Graphs and plots showing MR imaging data, including RMS stability, noise spectrum, and slice by slice variance.](image)

**RMS Stability**
- Max ROI width [pixel]: 32
- Relative STD single pixel [%]: 0.2956
- Relative STD largest ROI [%]: 0.1152
- RDC [pixel]: 2.5223
- DNR [%]: 1.3231
- Gain [%]: 0.0580
- SNR summary value: 441.5
- SFNR summary value: 417.8

**Noise Spectrum**

**Wesolowski Plot**

**Slice by slice variance**

Image number vs. slice by slice variance.
mBIRN2/32Ch Head Coil